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Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas

Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas is a player character played by Shammy.

Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas
Species: Neshaten - Shuraken-Liabe
Gender: Male

Age: 19
Height: 6' 2“ or 187.96cm
Weight: 164lbs or 74.38KG

Organization: Neshaten Shukara Navy
Occupation: Combat Medic

Rank: C'Baruce
Current Placement:

“Theme” Song: For the Win - TSFH

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6' 2” or 187.96cm
Mass: 164lbs or 74.38KG
Measurements: N/A

Build and Skin Color: Zes'kas is well-built, or more so than a medic would need to be. He has long red
fur coat, an orange tail, with a golden tip. He keeps physically fit by exercise and practice.

Eyes and Facial Features: He has bright gold eyes.

Ears: Zes'kas has long, pointed, and orange-furred ears.

Hair Color and Style: N/A

Distinguishing Features: None to be mentioned.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Zes'kas is a talkative, humorous Liabe, and unlike many of his compatriots, he believes in
equality for all races within the Kingdom. He aims to get his job done right, every time, because it could
easily be the difference between life and death. He cares for the entirety of the squad in his heart, and
attempts to assist in anyway possible, during and out of combat.

During combat he keeps a level head, knowing that he needs to be calm at all times to keep his team
alive. He remains focused on the task at hand, and likes to the enemy as far away as possible, preferring
to use his bow whenever he can, if it comes down to actual combat.
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Due to a near-death experience during a training op aboard the NSV Gam'Trosha, Zes'kas now suffers
from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Likes: Meats and Fruit, Bows, Healing, Jokes, Company, Games
Dislikes: Vegetables and Overly Sweet food, Spilled Blood, Inequality
Goals: Become renowned enough in archery to receive a Guardian Bow, Keep his team alive, Raise
a family after military service, promote equality

History

Family (or Creators)

(54) Su'kelo Ser'rai - Father - Healer - Served as a combat medic in the Navy, influenced Zes'kas to do
the same. He is an ardent believer in equality, and passed this belief to Zes'kas. Now serves in a hospital.

(53) Su'kelo Shy'ra - Mother - Healer - Served with Ser'rai in the Navy. (This is where they met) She
shares many of the same beliefs as him, such as equality, in the necessity of peace for prosperity. Now
serves in a hospital.

Pre-RP

Zes'kas was raised by his parents in their modest household on Nesha Prime. Being an only child, he was
cared for well by his parents, and was quickly taught equality among all species in the Kingdom, none
inferior to the other. Though he was teased by his Liabe counterparts for such a view, he kept it, as he
himself knew it was right. During schooling, much like his parents he was adept in all things related to
biology and medical studies. His parents kept a close eye on his schooling, and when he turned twelve,
instead of joining the youth corps, his parents took him under their wing, and began teaching him the art
of healing.

During the period between twelve and joining the Navy, he assisted his parents in the hospital they
worked in. He started with basic tasks, such as carrying bandages, or just talking to patients. However as
time went, his parents taught him the basics. By the end of his “tutoring” Zes'kas was a shoe-in for a
combat medic when he enlisted for the Navy.

Zes'kas has just completed his training, and though new to the Navy, he is confident that he has the
skills required to keep his team alive and well.

Skills
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Communications

Zes'kas can read, write, and speak Tinacen fluently, and can operate basic communications devices.

Fighting / Archer

Like all soldiers, Zes'kas can fight, and do so well for a non-combatant. He has been trained for unarmed,
melee, and firearms. Though he has been trained with a variety of Neshaten weapons, he avidly
practices with the bow, preferring it over any other weapon. Though he has oathed to avoid taking a life,
he is accurate, and fast to fire the weapon.

Survival

Zes'kas has been trained to survival out in the wild, with or without people along for the ride. Finding
food and water, build/finding shelter, navigation, and hunting are just a few skills necessary to survive in
the wild.

Fitness

Being enlisted within the military entails maintaining physical fitness, and Zes'kas is ardent in
maintaining his form. He exercises at least once a day, if possible. He can run, jump, lift his own weight,
and other physical activities quite well.

Combat Medic

Zes'kas primary role is to heal, to the best of his abilities. He knows how to mend and patch a wide range
of wounds, administer medicines and drugs, and do so all on the battlefield.

Biology

Zes'kas is well-versed in the biology of all species of the Kingdom, the Liabes, Duar, and My'leke. He
knows all the inner workings, and how to “fix” it. This is due to his occupation as a medic.

Knowledge

As standard of all members of the Kingdom, Zes'kas is knowledgeable in the history of all three races,
and knows of the disputes that occurred before. He also is well-versed in Neshaten laws and codes, being
enlisted within the military. In addition, he is well-informed on all things related to his profession of being
a medic.
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Inventory

Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas has the following items:

Combat Gear

Armored Body Suit (standard)
Weapons

Energy Bow(If infantry or non-My'leke)
Velarious Swordrifle
Seta'sis Sword
Standard Issue Plasma Pistol
Combat Knife

Non-Combat Gear

Neshaten Standard Issue Military Uniform
Neshaten Working Uniform
Standard Hygiene Pack
Neshaten Light Vision Goggles
Utility belt

Extra weaponized power crystals
Flashlight
Communicator

Duffel Bag (for storing personnel items)
Personal Clothing
Black PID Crystal(Enlisted)

Finances

Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas is currently a C'Baruce in the Neshaten Shukara Navy.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
5000 RN Starting Funds
5700 RN 700 4 Mths Pay (Mar-July)

OOC Discussion

Took long enough to actually start making this Neshaten. At least it's done!
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Under no Circumstances is this character allowed to be 'adopted' or otherwise controlled without my
permission, Sham

Character Data
Character Name Su'kelo Dra'vir Zes'kas
Character Owner Shammy
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Neshaten Personnel
Occupation Neshaten Healer
Rank C'Baruce
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